
 
 
The Arabian Race Horse on the Internet 
 
The Arabian Racehorse enthusiasts do have –from now on- the possibility to surf 
through the site www.tunisianhorses.com , recently created to find all kind of 
information concerning this horse, proudness of our national breeding. This initiative 
was created by M. Abderrazak Sfayhi, well known by the racing world.  
Mister Abderrazak is enthusiast of horses, owner, breeder, rider and international 
judge of endurance riding.  
The creation of this site was certainly a long, interminable and –at least until now- 
honorary work. He accomplished to insert the pedigree of 6.800 horses, going back 
to mares born around 1860 and 32.300 race results, since November 1998! 
The site is built up of two parts, one is free to all visitors, the other needs a access 
code.  
The interface of the “free” part contents a large repertory:  
 

- The program of the racing season 
- The entries of Monday 
- The forfeits and jockey nominations of Thursday 
- The racing program of Sunday including the prognostics 
- The race results, together with the finish photos 
- Different information and adverts 
- The proposals of the breeders 

 
The other part of the site is reserved to the professionals, supplied by an individual 
access code. They can there find the pedigrees of the Tunisian Arabian horses and 
imported stallions, having offspring in the country, race results since 1998 and –after 
each race event- updated statistics concerning trainers, jockeys, mares and stallions.  
Information and communication became major and necessary mediums for the 
development.  
The creation of this site came therefore just in time to fill a lack, that is a minimum of 
what can be said, in front of the richness of our life stock, of which the avocation is to 
extend the exportation.  
www.tunisianhorses.com should contribute to learn more about the breeding and 
racing in Tunisia to the whole world; the site is more and more frequented by visitors 
from all four continents.  
Congratulations to our friend Abderrazak Sfayhi and best wishes for 
www.tunisianhorses.com !  
M.Z.  



 


